Year 2 Equipment List 2014

Choose simple, durable items. Good quality is worth it - especially for pencils, rubbers and sharpeners.

What we need:

This list should last most children the whole year. The spare pencils, rubbers and glue sticks will be stored separately till they need them. It would be a great help if you sent the spare items in a small labelled clip-lock plastic bag or paper bag. We recommend providing two different-sized pencil cases to help daily organisation, keeping desk space free.

- **Small pencil case** – to sit on desk and only contain 2 lead pencils, a rubber and sharpener
- **Medium-sized pencil case** – to contain scissors, glue stick, maximum of 12 textas and 12 coloured pencils (kept in trays, so not too big)
- **12 lead pencils** - good quality
- **4 rubbers**
- **1 sturdy sharpener** with two sizes and catcher
- **scissors**
- **4 gluesticks** (35g)
- **2 different coloured highlighters**
- **Maximum 12 textas**
- **Maximum 12 coloured pencils**
- **1 covered, labelled 48 page exercise book** for homework (bigger lines if possible)
- **2 labelled plastic document wallets**
- **1 x A4 Zip folder for notes and homework** – the “zippered mesh data case” available at Elanora Heights newsagency is very durable and functional as you can see what's inside
- **1 large zip pencil case or folder for reading books** (as used in K and Yr 1)
- **1 box tissues**  **Chair bag**  **Paint shirt**  **Library bag**
- **Boys** – one packet of **wet tissue wipes**
- **Girls** – one roll of **paper towel**

Please label everything…. Thank you